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Among Ihe many things we tell our
students in Publie Speaking classes is
that one option available to them is to
use an interesting quotation in the introduction. We also tell them that, however interesting they find the quotation,
they should also make sure that it is not
considered a cliche by the audience to
whom they are speaking. I want to follow that first piece of advice and to willingly violate the last. In the opening
lines of his work—familiar to most of us
Irom reading it during our sophomore or
junior year of high school, Charles
Dickens wrote in A Tale of Two Cities
that, "It was the best of times; it was the
worst of times."
I want to pick up on thai theme in
these remarks and talk, llrst, about my
impression of the current state of higher
education and the "discipline" of communication, and second, to discuss some
of
the challenges that environment
poses for the National Communication
Association.
Before doing so, however, 1 want to
thank Judy Pearson for the very kind
introduction that she just gave, in some
ways, it is an excellent example of making the "worst appear the better." I do
appreciate sincerely both her eomments
and the opportunity that I've had to
work closely with her as a member of
the Administrative Committee.
1 also want to express my deep and
heartfelt thanks to others who have
tnade the past three yeai's such a wonderful and invigorating experience. I
want, llrst, to thank all my colleagues on
the Administrative Committee—the
other officers. Board chairs, and members of the Finance Board—for the incredible dedication and devotion they
have demonstrated over the past years;
and to thank them for the support they
have given me in every possible eireumstanee. I always knew that I eould ask
lor them for "one more favor," and it
was freely and graciously given, 'fhe

National Office staff has also been
there—whether it was bringing me up to
speed on the latest projeet, giving me
advice and counsel on new initiatives, or
simply putting up with my tendencies
toward proerastination. To all of them, I
am grateful—but particularly so to Maureen Coleman who guided me through
the details of convention planning and
finance; to Donna Porter for her patience in learning how to deal with my
idiosynerasies as well as learning about
conventions and meeting planning; to
Sherry Morreale for her understanding
and candor on virtually every issue on

,ludy Pearson, NCA Piesidont presents the
F'residcntial };avel to Bill Baithrop.
which I sought her eounsel; and to Jim
Gaudino—affectionately, 1 think, referred to by many as my "spousal
unit"—for spending more time than he
possibly had in answering questions,
sharing his insights, and for his support
throughout this period. I also want to
thank Sharon Ratliffe for her patienee
and for helping bring into reality the
processes that were so important in
rnoving NCA forward over the past
three years; and tlianks, too, to all the
unit planners who made the Atlanta convention a success during very difficult,
emotional, and turbulent times.
I also want to thank my ineredible colleagues -faeiilty, staff, and students—in
the Department of Communication
Studies at The University of North

Carolina at Chapel iiill, commonly referred to as the "Southern part of
i-ieaven," for the understanding and patienee that they have granted to me as I
have been involved—some might argue
distraeted—by my engagement with
NCA. 1 want, too, to thank those closest
to me as friends and partnei' who have
endured many trips and weekends spent
far from home.
Finally, I want to thank the many,
many members of this Assoeiation who
have worked so diligently and have
given of their time and energy to make
NCA into a more productive and effeetive professional association. You have
assumed obligations and responsibilities
that brought no personal glory but you
have performed admirably out of devotion to our Assoeiation, to our intellectual diseipline, and to our colleagues
regardless of where they might be located.
In terms of higher education, it is, 1
think, the best of times and the worst of
times. We are witnessing a period
where higher edueation, whether at four
year or eommunity eolleges, is more
aeeessible to larger portions of our
populations than at any time in history.
At the same time, that inereased aeeess
has ereated enrollment pressures that we
are struggling to eope with and that also
have been instrumental in foreing eritieal, in some instanees erippling budgetary presstires as we seek to hire more
faeulty, adapt to new forms of instruetion, and learn to cope with the promise
and perils of information and eommunication teehnology.
It is, too, 1 think, the best of limes and
the worst of times in some ways for our
"discipline" of eommunieation. I want
to take just a moment to eomment on
my use of the term "diseipline," since I
know that it is contested in many quarters whether we actually arc a discipline,
a field, whether we offer a transdiseiplinary perspective that does not fit well
(Coiiliiiiicd on page 7)
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within ihe traditional confines of how
some would define a discipline, or even
whether we are. in t a d . antidisciplinary. Regardless of where one
falls in these debates. I think it is fair for
the purposes of this these remarks to
borrow—and no doubt distort in some
fashion—the idea of "strategic essentialism." recognizing that use of the term
"discipline" invokes a set of boundaries
which many of us are continually exploring and redefining. Disciplinarity.
too, is often characterized by invocation
of a particular canon of literature and
perspective ihal many of us resist and
against which our "discipline" has far
too long and iVequently struggled. At
the same time, there is political value in
describing our learning and our .scholarly contributions as constituting a
"discipline" to other audiences and we
should be realistic in recognizing this
reality and using it to our advantage.
Regardless of whether one wants to
use the term "discipline," as 1 do here,
or some other descriplor, we know that
"communication" is increasingly visible
both within the academy and outside.
S o ni e h a v e e a 11 e d I h i s t h e
"communication age" and we hear constantly from leaders in business and industry about how important the ability
to conimunicale is for individual and
organizational success. We hear, too,
about the "eommunication revolution"
as technological advances bring us into
proximity with populations and interests
that would have been considered traditionally outside of our "normal" patterns
of interaction. However, the visibility
oi' "comtnunication"—with or without
the ubiquitous "S" added at the end—
brings its own pressures and downsides.
Among those, certainly, is awareness on
the part of students and the tendency to
identify with our departments and academic units when the time arrives to declare undergraduate majors. While we
welcotne their interest and enthusiasm,
their choices force us to stretch already
strained resources eveti further. Ftirther,
the term itself creates ambiguities about
what we do as we recognize that altnost
anything—from computer science to

mobile teehnology to public and interpersotial communication—are included
within the rubric: and we then are asked
by fellow travelers on airplanes and by
our administrators to explain—once
more—what it is that we do and what it
is that we study. We should also recogtiize that our own diseiplinary \isibility
brings with a different set of challenges
as we are confronted with the political
implications that inevitably attend to
such visibility, .lust as our institutions
have been caught in political i.ssucs as
they have sought to become more engaged with surrounding commutiities,
so, too, will cotnmLinication and NCA
become similarly entrapped as discussions about our partnership with AAHE
and the Southern Poverty Law Center
demonstrated so forcefully.
The transdiseiplinarity of our
"discipline", too, cari be problematic; for
as institutions of higher education pay
homage in some instances, lip-scr\ ice in
others, to the virtues of interdiseiplitiarity—frequently without either the administrative or financial support Ihat
such el'forts require to be innovative and
successful, we fitid that we are atnotig
the most successful in Ibrming relationships w ith other disciplities and seholars
in those associational clusters. That,
too, can sotnetitiies add to the confusion
about where we are "different" or
"uniqtie" IVotn those other areas of sttidy
with which v\e conneet.
It is also the best of times, as well as
the worst of times concerning the scholarly work that is done not only in cotntnunication but across the aeademy. In
our own Association, for instance, the
work oi' our established and etnergitig
scholars is more solid, rigorous, and engaged than perhaps at any time in our
history. We are producing more scholarship, better seholarship, and scholarship that can make significant contributiotis as we address the "gratid social
issues" oi'our time. And yet, like other
disciplines, we are subjected to critieisms about the accessibility of our
work to those beyond the acadetny and
about our ability to speak in plain, yet
still forceful and intellecttially challenging ways, to populations who ean bene-

fu from our intellectual work. 1 v\ant to
make it quite elear that I am not saying
that all, or e\en most of our work (alls
w ithin the realm ol' such criticisms, but
it is a critique that we along with virtually all other "academic" \oiccs must
endure, aeknow ledge, and respond to.
As our scholarship grows and has increased value for more groups, we also
must cotifront the tsunami that is de\elopitig off the coast of academe. We
need more journals, tnore books, and
more internet sites to distribute our
scholarship at the \ei'y time when the
economies of academic publishing are
under pressures and stress that potentially invite catastrophe. Acadetnie publishers are forced into relationships
where more areas of speeialization demand more specialized journals while
lacing increased eompetition for shelf
spaee in libraries along with demands
from investors, accountants and corporate officers for greater profitability.
More acadetnic presses are finditig that
the subventions they have relied upon to
publish small press runs ol" important
intellectual work have become imperiled, resulting in choices that sotnetitnes
lead to marketing decisions grounded
more iti profit and loss statetnetits than
intellectual contribution. 1 he areas under greatest pressure are in the humanities and social sciences, those that are
tnost directly related to our own scholarly endeavors.
Further, Universities
are askitig critical questiotis, such as
"Why arc we ha\ing to pay higher subscrijition fees to cotntnercial publishers
in order to gain aeeess to the \ery work
that we supported tlu'ough faculty salaries, research assistants, and facilities
and laboratories'.'"
.And throughout
highei' education, libraries—alotig with
other carts of the aeademy—are tbreed
to make difficult choices atnotig xakiable programs to eomply with mandated
budget reductions. The problem invoUes not only access to our scholarly
prodtict, but it confrotits those iti our
profession when they are at their most
\ tiltierable; for as ecotiomic pressures
reduce publishing outlets and ehallenge
the increasitigly expected "first" if tmt
•
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"second" book before tenure, we will be
forced to reassess the criteria upon
which we have become so comfortable
in making personnel decisions. And,
while 1 have concentrated here on the
pressures facing higher education, the
turbulence confronting our colleagues in
elementary and secondary education are
at least as frightening, if not more so.
All of us are caught among conllicting
trends that offer no easy solutions. But
woi'king together, I do believe we can
steer a prudent yet still innovative
course.
We do live then, in some respects, in
the best of times and the worst of times.
And yet, within Ihis (urbulent world of
education, the National Communication
Association faces enormous opportunities as an assoeiation dedicated to serving the professional needs of our members and our diseipline. Important steps
in preparing us for a more proactive role
were taken with the development of
NCA's strategic plan in which three major goals were arliculatcd: fo advance
the discipline, to promote the visibility
ol' our diseipline, and to strengthen the
Association.
The recent planning proeess, involving
officers. Boards, members of the Legislative Council and, more eritieally,
broader segments of our membership
have continued this work and helped
create a more thoughtful balance as we
select among the many activities and
imtiatives that serve our members and
discipline while using the resources required to support those activities most
prodLictively. The visibility given to
"communication" generally has helped
create an awareness among other prolbssional associations, government agencies, foundation, and other private entities that make it possible for us to enter
into partnerships that share our knowledge and expertise with other eommunities, and that also help advance our discipline. Our ability to work across disciplinary boundaries has lead to valuable
partnerships with the American Association of Higher Ikiucation, the National
Science Foundation, the Council of
Graduate Schools, other professional

societies, foundations, and private organizations. The inereasing visibility of
communication, along with the record of
our scholarship and increasing number
of doctoral degrees eonferred—not to
mention some very hard work by dedicated members of NCA and other associations in the Couneil of Communication Associations—has increased the
likelihood that we will be included in
the next study of doetoral edueation by
the National Research CoLincil.
1 mention these visible suecesses because 1 believe that every person and
program in our discipline will benetlt
from these efforts. As communication is
seen as more important and a more
"accepted" and recognized discipline
within the aeademy, it will make it easier for us to claim our proper and legitimate role in our own institutions. I
grant that this benefit is more signilkant
to some, perhaps, more than others, but
all of us share in the progress. Other
opportunities abound. As the climate in
higher education demands changes in
how we go about our work, tlie professional development initiative currently
being developed by the Educational
Policies Board—modeled in some ways
upon the enormously important and successful Hope Institute now at Luther
College—will assist faeulty adapt to the
ehanges in pedagogy that our expanding
scholarship, new areas of knowledge,
changing demographics among our students, and emerging technologies demand. The publishing partnerships with
Routledge Journals and FBSCO, Ine.
that were approved by the Legislative
Council during this convention will create greater accessibility to the seholarly
work of our members by communities
of scholars that we may not have been
reaching al all. Certainly, moving our
journals on-line will offer more access
to our members and students and these
partnerships will allow NCA to navigate
the murky waters of academic publishing with greater resources and expertise
than woLild have ever been realistie had
we continued as we have for the past
eighty-five years.
I could go on about the many aclivitics
and initiatives that NCA and its mem-

bers are engaged in and about why NCA
seems so well positioned to move forward; but 1 will save that for some of
Judy's Presidential Columns in SPECTRA. Sufflee it to say that I believe
NCA does far more for its members and
for the discipline than host the annual
convention and publish our journals,
although I don't want lo minimize the
importance of either. NCA is the largest
professional association in our discipline, it is the most visible and active in
advancing our work, and it provides the
broadest range of professional services
for its members. And 1 believe firmly
tliat we can build upon the strong foundation to provide even more value in the
future.
However, if we are to realize those
possibilities—and I do believe that each
of us, as an individual teacher/seholar
and as a member of our profession ean
be well served if we do—we also must
confront some potential obstacles. 1
want to foeus upon two of those in my
remaining time.
First, for any voluntary association to
succeed, it must rely upon the good will
and the partieipation of its members.
Their dues are also important, as we all
know, for without membership dues and
eonvention attendance fees NCA could
not survive. But we also know that the
key to having membership dues is to
have members; and the key ingredient to
having members is for individuals to
believe that they are reeeiving professional benefits from belonging and that
they believe they have the opportunity
to participate in the Assoeiation's deeisions and activities. I do believe that
NCA offers enormous benefits to eaeh
of us as a professional (eacher/scholar,
but 1 also believe that NCA must become more effective in demonstrating
those benefits to our members.
Perhaps more importantly, however, is
the question of whether members believe that they ean have iiiHuenee in
shaping the directions and initiatives of
this Association. My own experienee—
and it is admittedly an experience that
has been shaped over more than twentyfive years as a member of Ihe Associa(C\>nliiiiiccl oil paiff 9)
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tion and, more reeently, as a member of
the Finance Board, the Administrative
Committee and as an offieer—leads me
to the eonclusion that we do take seriously the commitments made in our Affirmative Aetion statement. We do seek
diverse points of view as eommittees are
appointed and as nominees are sought
for elected positions. We seek to include those diverse voices, 1 think,
across the range of intellectual interests
represented by our Commissions and
Divisions; aeross the range of professional interests represented by our Seetions; and across the range of interests
that must be considered in our scholarship and pi'ofessional lives that are represented by the Caucuses. And we seek,
1 think, to include the diversity of perspective that is represented aeross academic ranks.
And yet, my impression is that many
oi" our members do not perceive that
such openness exists and instead assume
that there is in operation a "elosed" system thai depends upon networks of association and friendships that perpetuate a
kind of
"old boys network" (or
women's network given recent elections
to 2'"' Vice President) that inculcates the
same perspectives that have always been
seen to dominate. In the course of the
Task Force on Constitutional [Review's
work, we discovered actions that certainly contributed to such perceptions.
We heard that the seating arrangement
at a recent Legislative Council reinforced the view of an "inner circle"
when olTieers and Board chairs sat together; we heard that ealls Irom the
Committee on Committees eneouraged
you/igcr members to apply for a wide
variety of positions from which they
were then excluded because they laeked
the neeessary experienee and knowledge, and that these aetions sent a message that new voices weren't really appreeiated or appointed; and we lieard
that emerging areas of scholarship and
voices representing other interests believed that they were excluded from participating in the most basie of Association decisions through the Legislative
Council; and that they felt marginalized.

disaffected, and wondered if there really
were a "place" for them within NCA.
Composition of the Committee on Committees was also seen as problematic
given that existing officers have a voting
majority over those members elected by
the Legislative Council; and the composition and size of the Association's
Boards were also seen to exclude diverse perspectives as well as limiting
opportunities for developing NCA's
leadership for those "outside the inner
circle."
The recent Constitutional Amendments were an attempt to address these
perceptions and to make structural
changes that would expand opportunities for diverse points of view. It is my
hope that despite that defeat, the issues
and proeesses addressed by that initiative will continue in the near future. I
also believe that we must be more realistie in our invitations from the Committee on Committees for nominees to
Boards and standing committees. We
need to indieate the types of experiences
and qualifications that are expected lo
serve on particular Boards and committees and to be even more vigoi'ous in our
pursuit ol' diverse voices. We must, 1
believe, work to change the perception
ihat NCA is a "closed" organization into
one that more closely parallels what my
experience has indicated to be actual
case.
Seeond, we also must address \N hat is,
in some ways, an even more critical
matter...and that is the pereeption
among some members and units that
NCA does not "care about" their v\ork,
does not "value" their work, does not
serve their interests or members, and
aclually impedes their ability to do
seholarly work within the framework of
this Assoeiation. ! have heard some express eoncern and regret about the proliferation of NCA units and argue that
everyone's interests can be serxed
through larger units that encompass
many "subsets" of intellectual work. I
have heard others eontend that the larger
units are unresponsive to areas of scholarly endeavor that have emerged as ilie
boundaries of what constitutes communication theory and practice ha\e ex-

panded. 1 lia\e heard some members
characterize the work of others as not
being intellectually rigorous, as being
"faddish" and not "doing real scholarship." At the same time, 1 have heard
some members describe v\hat might be
called "traditional" areas of work as irrelevant and e\en occasionally debunked as the domain of "dead white
males" that merely seek to preserve the
existing hegemony. And 1 have heard
some in emerging areas lament what
they see as the "appropriation" of their
diseourse by scholars who aren't really
doing what this area of scholarship is
about, creating the very disciplinary
b ou n d a r i es an d pra c ti c e o f
"disciplining" against \\hich they have
struggled themseKes.
I have heard
scholars argue that NCA's publication
policy works lo impede the dexclopmenl
of new publishing outlets that are neeessary for their intellectual advancement
and complain that our more established
journals just "won'l aecept our work
because it doesn't 111 ihe ideological litmus test." Al Ihe same time, 1 have
heard others bemoan what they see as
the "balkanization" of our scholarship
and belie\e that journals can be organized around inlelleclual core episicmologies. Others conlend Ihat ihe increasing
specialization of intellecttial interests
works against a broad tmderstanding ol"
otir discipline and poini to other Association's who have fewer jotirnals that
incorporate more diverse scholarship.
Many of these arguments swirled arotind
the creation of otir new journal in Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies
and raise issues about the desirability of
even more new jotirnals, which arc nowmore feasible with our approved partnership with Taylor and Francis. Personallv, 1 disagree with those who believe that the most desirable option is to
have fewer journals that include more
diverse segments of otir scholarship.
My own view is that the culture of our
field and ihe practices of academic life
rquire that we purstie an alternative
model, one thai encourages more publishing otiileis when those otillets are
intellectually jtistiiled and economically
C i l on /xii,'!' ID)
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feasible.
Some of these concerns can be addressed by a more responsive publication policy as we adapt to the necessary
changes that will result from our new
publishing partnerships, and 1 will encourage a thorough review of those existing policies. Other concerns that 1
have mentioned will require more effort
and must ultimately be addressed from
two perspectives. The governance of
NCA—and I include the Legislalive
Couneil and individual units as well as
the officers. Boards and committees—
must continually recognize shifts in our
environment and in our inlellectual
work, and we musl be more proactive
and collaborative in our efforts.
I think, too, thai ihe members of our
Association and of our discipline must
also recognize the function and role of a
professional association. We must accept the fact, and rejoice as well, that
there are varied areas of scholarship and
that as we stipport the existence of all
while advancing our own agendae, we
cotilribute to a strengthening of each of
our own individual interests.
If we fail to do so, I believe we will
see more of our members identifying
with other associations and allowing
their memberships in NCA to lapse. I
certainly recognize and support the
value of multiple professional eonnections, and my own work is enriehed by
those associations. But smaller associations lack the resource base and other
associations have interests beyond advancing the discipline of communication, I am convinced that failure to stipporl NCA as the broadly based organization that can advocate effectively in
diverse fora and that can promote the
professional development of our members and field will surely erode our position within our institutions and within
higher education more broadly constructed.
There are, lo be sure, many other areas
where NCA can and must be more active and engaged. I believe, lor instance, that we risk losing our voice in
critical elements of our inslitulion's core
function ol' undergraduate education

when we diminish our commitment and
involvement with oral communication
requirements. I see ihat danger particularly compelling as more campuses explore what is sometimes called
"Communication Across the Curriculum." For many of us, that isn't "what
we do," But our failure to be engaged in
those efforts often results in programs
being directed and staffed by faculty and
instructors that lack the theoretical foundation to teach and evaluate student oral
performance. The "oral" part is subordinated to, not given equal status with,
emphases on written commiinicalion. If
we abdicate this responsibility, we do
our selves, our profession and discipline,
and our students an injustiee.
I believe that every member of Ihe
professorate in higher education, and
every teacher of communication in K-12
should belong to NCA beeause 1 can
think ol no other organization with the
ability to represent the wide range of
activities and work that are so critical to
all of our success. It is, 1 believe, part of
what it means lo be a "professional,"
and to identify with a group of teacher/
scholars who share a fundamental interest in advancing the broader aspects of
communication.
There is, of course, a reciprocity that is
essential to every relationship, and NCA
owes to its members, to all of its members, a commitment to advance individual as well as eolleelive interests. I believe that the planning process in which
we are all engaged will help us do that
btil I also believe our governance must
be even more responsive to the needs
and desires which can help promote our
scholarship and the visibility of us all.
We are making significant progress, 1
think, but we must address the eoneerns
and frustralions that are part of any organizational culture. Now, I recognize
elearly that difi'erences of perspective,
method, and areas of seholarship will
inevitably exist. Those differences are
legitimate points of contestation and
enliven what vv'e do. I would argue,
however, that an emphasis on our differenees may at times obseure areas for
coalition building to advance what I believe are ultimately shared eore values.

And NCA becomes the framework
through whieh and by whieh sueh eoalitions can be effeetive.
In the time that 1 have remaining as an
offieer and serving on the Administrative Committee, I will eontinue to work
on these eoneerns; but they cannot be
addressed effeetively without the participation of us all and without what 1
would call candor as an operating prineiple. By eandor, I do not mean an honesty that relies solely on self expression
regardless of the eonsequences; but
rather a more classical orientation thai
not only means expressing oneself honestly but also reeognizes that others in
the conversation are speaking with reason and conviction as well. It means, I
think, giving the benefit of the doubt—
at least until there is proof to think otherwise—and working to solve problems
in ways that serve our multiple interests.
And, 1 know that when I leave the position of Immediate Past President and
beeome "only" another member of
NCA, that I will work with my colleagues and friends, even those with
whom I have differences of opinion and
direction, to advance all of our interests.
1 thank you for your attention this afternoon, and particularly thank you for
giving me the opportunity to serve in the
governanee of this Assoeiation. It is
important, I believe, that we eontinue to
seek ways to involve more of us in that
challenging role.
On rellection, I guess I want lo amend
the theme that has surfaced throughout
these remarks. 1 do not believe that
these really are the worst of times, nor
do 1 believe that they are the best of
times. They are, however, challenging
times tilled with both pitfalls and wonderful opportunities; and I know based
upon the incredible talents of those who
are members of NCA that we have the
resources to meet these challenges and
to prosper. 1 look forward to seeing us
do so.
Finally, I would leave you with the
words of two most awesome philosophers. Bill and Ted; Be most excellent
to one another, and party on.
Thank you.

